
Venezuela: Attempted Coup to Oust President
Maduro by Juan Guaido, Backed by the US
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Juan Guaido who, with the backing of the US government, proclaimed himself president of
his country, but without the support of Venezuelan citizens, called on the military to
rise up against President Nicolas Maduro.

False Flag Alert: Neocons in the US
Government and Media Falsely Blamed Maduro
for Setting Fire to US Aid Trucks. Sabotage
Suspected in Massive Blackout.
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Last month, a convoy of humanitarian aid trucks from the US were set on fire and the
mainstream media and neocons were quick to blame President Maduro. However, video shows
an anti-Maduro protester threw a Molotov cocktail that ignited the truck carrying aid.

Venezuela Suffers major Power Outages After
Alleged Cyber Attack
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US-backed “Interim President” Juan Guaido is using the crisis to call for the armed
forces to back his efforts in ousting the Maduro government and tweeted, “electricity
will return once the usurpation ends.”
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Venezuela: President Maduro’s Failed
Dictatorship Has Killed 14 People in 3 days
and Made Mass Arrests
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Venezuela: Maduro is accused of having at least 14 people killed over the past three
days and sending troops door-to-door to find individuals suspected of having
participated in the recent anti-government protests. An estimated 200 people have been
arrested without warrants.

Ron Paul Explains the Neocon Position for
Regime Change in Venezuela
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US diplomats have not been withdrawn as demanded by Maduro, which could provoke Maduro
to arrest them or resort to violence to prove that he still is in charge. That would
become an excuse to to invade Venezuela, which is what the neocons desire. Neocons from
both parties support Trump’s move.

US Federal Court Orders Seizure of
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A US federal judge authorized the seizure of Venezuela’s only sizable US asset, Citgo
Petroleum. This was the country’s major source of income and its loss will cripple the
Maduro regime. Venezuela is $150-billion in debt and will fall into full default without
income from Citgo. The Russians will also lose money because they own 49% of Citgo.

‘Mother Of All Marches’ Turns Deadly In
Venezuela
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Caracas, Venezuela: Police fired tear gas into crowds at the ‘Mother of All Marches’
attended by hundreds of thousands of anti-government protesters. Protesters accuse
President Maduro of using dictatorial powers to quash protests against the growing
economic crisis.
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